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1. Given a Riemann surface F, let 21(F) and SD2(F) denote respectively

the ring of analytic functions with domain F and the field of meromorphic

functions with domain F. The following elegant result is due to L. Bers:

// F and G are plane regions and cp is an isomorphism of 21(G) onto 21(F),

then there exists either a univalent conformal map ipi of F onto G or a univalent

anticonformal map \f/i of F onto G such that cp(g)=goif/i (g£2I(G)) or cp(g)

= gofi(g£%(G)).
Anterior results of similar character pertaining to rings of bounded analyt-

ic functions are due to Chevalley and Kakutani [3]. Rudin [5] has an-

nounced the theorem: If F and G are noncompact Riemann surfaces such that

there exists an isomorphism between 21(F) and 21(G) preserving the complex con-

stants, then F and G are conformally equivalent. The demonstration of Rudin

makes use of the existence of an analytic function with assigned zeros on a

noncompact Riemann surface (H. Florack [2]).

The primordial concern of the results just cited is conformal equivalence

envisaged as a consequence of algebraic equivalence of associated algebraic

structures. Now it is immediate that, if one considers a conformal map ^

(not necessarily univalent onto) of a Riemann surface F into a Riemann sur-

face G, then <p+: g—>g o \p defines an isomorphism of STJJ(G) into 9Ji(F) and of

21(G) into 21(F). In fact </>^ preserves the complex constants and is continuous.

It is therefore natural to inquire what can be said when 9J}(G) is algebraically

equivalent to a subfield of W(F) or 21(G) is algebraically equivalent to a sub-

ring of 21(F) (or more generally 21(G) admits a homomorphism into 21(F)).

Stated with this degree of generality the problem is as yet unsolved. Recently,

Royden [4] has extended the result of Rudin cited above and has shown using

related analytic and algebraic apparatus the following theorem: If cp is a

homomorphism of 21(G) into 21(F) which preserves the complex constants, then

4>(g)=g° *P(g€:21(G)) where \j/ is either a conformal map or a constant map of F

into G. Il is assumed that F and G are not compact.

It is to be observed that if F and G are both compact, the result is trivial

but the unicity of \[/ is lost. If F is compact and G is not compact, the result

persists with \p unique and constant.

In the present paper we shall be concerned with isomorphisms of 3JJ(G)

into SD'J(F) which preserve the complex constants. Whether Royden's theorem
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has its counterpart for such field isomorphisms remains unsettled. However

we shall see that, if a supplementary condition is added then the representa-

tion of admitted isomorphisms with the aid of conformal mappings persists.

The theorem is

Theorem A. Let <b denote an isomorphism of 9Ic(G) into 3Jc(P) which pre-

serves the complex constants, then

*={(P,q)\ (P, q)eFXG; 4>(g)(p) = g(q), g G W(G)}

is either empty or else is a conformal map of F into G.

This result affords a reduction of the general problem for it suffices to be

assured that rp is not empty. It is clear that if <j> do exist which are not realiza-

ble with the mediation of conformal maps of F into G, then they are quite

complicated in character. We shall see further that the following theorem

holds.

Theorem B. If d> is continuous, then \p is not empty and hence is a conformal

map of F into G.

As in the case of the theorems of Rudin and Royden, the analytic ap-

paratus furnished by the results of H. Florack will play an essential role in

the proofs of Theorems A and B.

If one is concerned primarily with the question of the interrelation be-

tween conformal mappings \p of a surface F and internal properties of the

image subfield induced by \p, then Theorems A and B are effective instru-

ments. We shall consider such questions in §§12-16.

Let K denote a subfield of Sffl(F). For each pGF, we define hp as the map

/—>f(p), fGK- The subfield K is said to separate F provided that p^>hp is

univalent. We shall see that the following theorem holds.

Theorem C. // Ki is an arbitrary subfield of 'H)l(F) containing the complex

constants and functions other than constants, then there exist a conformal map

\{/ of F onto a Riemann surface G and a separating subfield K2 of Wt(G) such that

g—*g o \p maps K2 onto Ki. The representation of K~i so given is determined up

to a conformal equivalence.

2. We turn to the proof of Theorem C. The existence part will be treated

constructively. Let G= {hp\pGF} where hp is the map/—>f(p), fGKi. We
wish to endow G suitably with a Riemann surface structure. Let n(p;f) de-

note the multiplicity at p of a function / meromorphic at p. Let m

= min/Sic1 n(p; f) and let /o denote a member of Ki such that m=n(p; /0).

We may assume without loss of generality thatfo(p) =0. Let t denote a local

uniformizer for F having as its domain a disk \z\ <p1/m and satisfying:

T(0) =p, /0 o r=zm. It follows from the fact that Ki is a field containing the

complex constants that in the neighborhood of p which is the image of
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\z\ <p1/m with respect to r, each/in Ki admits a representation of the form

g; o/o where gf is meromorphic in \z\ <p.

Suppose pi and pi are distinct points of F for which hpl = hPt. Let mi

= min/Sir, n(px; /) and let /o now denote a member of Ki having a zero of

order nti at pi and let mi denote the multiplicity of /0 at pi. Let ti and t2

denote local uniformizers of neighborhoods of pi and pi respectively having

as their respective domains \z\ <p1/m* and satisfying: Tk(0)=pt, /oon

= zm*, k = l, 2. Again as a consequence of the fact that Fi is a field containing

the complex constants we see that for each /£Fi there exists a function gf

meromorphic in \z\ <p such that /=g/o/0 in the image sets of n and t2.

It is immediate that w2 = min/ex, n(p2; f).

Let O denote the family of subsets 0 of G having the property that if

hqEO, then hpEO tor all p in some neighborhood of q. It follows that O

defines a topology on G. Let \f/ denote the map p—*hp. It carries open sets

into open sets. The topology so defined satisfies the Hausdorff separation

axiom. Now 4* is continuous. Hence G is connected.

Given pEF, we introduce a local uniformizer r as above with domain

\z\ <p1/"* and thereupon define crr as the set {(zm, feT(»))| \z\ <pllm}. It is a

straightforward matter to verify that the family of erT endows G with a Rie-

mann surface structure.

With this definition of conformal structure, the map ^ is a conformal map

of F onto G. We are now in a position to complete the existence part of

Theorem C. Given fEKi, let/= {(hp, f(p)) \ PEF]. It is readily verified that
/ is a meromorphic function with domain G, and that F2, the set of /, is a

field containing the complex constants. We have f=f o\p. Finally we note

that F2 separates G. In fact, if hp9^hq, then for some/£Fi, say/0, we have

fo(P)^fo(q) and hence fo(hp)^fo(hq).
3. It follows from the argument of §2 that, if Fi separates F, then for

each pEF, min/g^ n(p;f) = 1. This need not be the case for an arbitrary sub-

field K of Tl(F) which separates F. Indeed the field K generated by f(z)

= e+z2, g(z) =z3, zE extended plane, separates the extended plane, but

min/(=K«(0;/)=2.

4. We now consider a conformal map a of F into a Riemann surface S

and suppose that a induces an isomorphism of a separating subfield K3 of

9K(S) onto Ki: s—*s o cr, sEK3. We shall show that a admits a representation

of the form 6 oxp where d is a univalent conformal map of G into S. The repre-

sentation is obviously unique. We note that sotr = g,o\}/, g,EKi and that

{(^(P), a(p))\pEF} is a function. This latter observation follows on re-

marking that \(/(p) =\f>(q) implies s(cr(p)) =s(cr(q)) for all sEK3 and that K3

separates S. We denote this function by 6. Clearly 0 is continuous. Since a(p)

= cr(q) implies g,(^(p)) =g,(t(<l)) and F2 separates G, 0 is univalent. We have

cr=0 o\p and conclude that 0 is a conformal map.

This result implies that the representation of Theorem C is determined
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up to a conformal equivalence. For suppose that a maps F onto S. Then 8

maps G onto S. Theorem C is established.

5. We consider some consequences of Theorem C. Given nonconstant

meromorphic functions /, g on F, there exist a unique analytische Gebilde ®

and a unique conformal map 0 of P into ® such that f=co cp and g = v o <p

where c is the map which carries each element of © into its center and v is the

map which carries each element of & into its value. A classical realization

problem may be stated as follows: Given / meromorphic and nonconstant

on P, does there exist a (nonconstant) meromorphic function g on F such

that the map <p associated with the ordered pair (/, g) is a univalent map of

P onto @? An ordered pair (/, g) will be termed extendible provided that there

exist a conformal map \p of F into a Riemann surface 77 which is not a

univalent map of F onto 7/ and functions/, g meromorphic on 77 such that

f=fo\p, g = go\p. It may be shown that the d> induced by an ordered pair

(/> g) is a univalent map of P onto ® if and only if (/, g) is nonextendible. The

realization problem is equivalent to determining for a given fag such that

(J, g) is nonextendible.

It is immediate from Theorem C that, if (/, g) is nonextendible and if

R {/> i} denotes the subfield of W(F) generated by /, g and the complex

constants, then K {/, g} separates P.

We observe that, if P is compact and K is a subfield of yjl(F) which con-

tains the complex constants and separates P, then K = 'SR(F). In fact, let/

denote a nonconstant member of K and suppose that / has valence n. If

»=T, P is conformally equivalent to the extended plane and K contains all

functions of the form r of where r is rational and it follows that K = SSR(F).

We put aside the case where the valence of / is 1. Let w denote a point of the

plane over which / is not ramified and let pi, • • ■ , pn denote the antecedents

of w with respect to /. Since K separates, we conclude that there exists

gGK such that g(pii) =k,k = l, • • ■ , n. It follows that (/, g) is not extendible

and consequently since P is compact that K\f, g} =2>c(P).

It follows from this observation that if G of Theorem C is compact, and

this is certainly the case for compact F, then K~i is isomorphic to the field of

meromorphic functions on a compact Riemann surface.

6. Proof of Theorem A. Suppose that \p^0. At all events yp is a function.

For if (p, qi) and (p, q2)G^, we have g(qi) =g(qi), gGWl(G) and hence gi = a2.

We first show that the domain of \p is both open and closed. It follows that

the domain of \p is P.
Open. Suppose that (po, g0)£domain of \p. There exists goG%fl(G) such

that n(q0; go) =1. We assume, as we may, that go(qo) =0. Let /o = <Kgo)- Let

A denote a fixed disk containing q0 which is mapped univalently onto a disk

| z\ <r by go. For each gG^fl(G), g admits in A a representation of the form

tn„ o go where m„ is meromorphic in | z\ <r. It follows from the fact that <p is

an isomorphism preserving the complex constants that in some fixed disk
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containing p0 d>(g) =m„ o/0, gG'SSl(G). We conclude that the domain of \p is

open.

Closed. Suppose that poGF adhered to the domain of \p but did not be-

long to it. There would exist a sequence of points {paJT, pkG domain of \p,

tending to po- If {^(pk)} were not relatively compact, there would exist a

member g of 21(G) not identically zero which vanished on an infinite subset

of the ip(pk) [2]. But then <p(g) would vanish identically, and this is impos-

sible. We conclude that there exists a subsequence of {^(pk)} tending to a

point qoGGo- We have (po, qo)G^ and the assertion follows.

Continuity of \p. If \p were not continuous at a point poGF, there would

exist a sequence {pk} of points of F tending to po such that *p(pk) —^q^^iPo)-

But (po, q)G^P and the contradiction is manifest. The conformality of \\> is

now immediate. It is clear that there is a unique map \\i oi F into G such that

4>(g)=got,gGm(G).

Corollary. // d> maps W(G) onto 9K(P) and \p is not empty, then \p is a

univalent map of F onto G.

This corollary will be of service in applications.

7. If the Riemann surface G of Theorem A is compact, then xj/ is indeed a

conformal map of F into G. No continuity requirements are imposed on d>.

Genus of G zero. In this case we may take G to be the extended plane. If

/o denotes the image with respect to dt oi g0(z) =z, then d>(g) =g °/o, gG^ft(G)

and \\> —fo-

Genus of G positive. Let (gx, gi) denote a nonextendible pair of mero-

morphic functions on G. Let n denote the valence of gx. Let P(z, w)

= zZoAk(z)wk, ^4„(z) = l, be the polynomial with coefficients which are ra-

tional functions, satisfying P(gi, g2)=0. Relative to the field of rational

functions P is irreducible. Since (d>(gi), <p(gi)) satisfies P(z, w)=0we conclude

that there exists a conformal map \j/a of P into G such that 4>(gk)=gkO\j/o

(k — l, 2). Given g£2fl(G), we have g^zZo'1 (rtcOgi)gl where the rk are
rational functions. It follows that d>(g)=g oxpo and \p=\po-

8. We now turn to the proof of Theorem B. Our argument will be based

on the study of maps of Wl(G) into the extended plane which share a number

of properties with the maps of the form g-^g(q) where a is a point of G. It

will be observed that the extended homomorphisms of Royden [4] which are

based on valuation theory satisfy the conditions (1), (2), (3) of the following

theorem.

Theorem 8.1. Let h denote a map of Wl(G) into the extended plane. It is

assumed that h is continuous if G is not compact. Suppose that h fulfills the fol-

lowing conditions: (1) for each constant c, h(c)=c, (2) if h(gi) and h(gi) are

finite, then h(gi+g2) =h(gi)+h(g2), h(gxg2)=h(gi)h(g2), (3) for g^O, h(g)=0
if and only if h(g~l) = ». Then there exists a unique qGG such that h(g) =g(q),

gG®t(G).
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It is to be observed that (2) and (3) imply: (4) if h(gf) f^O and h(gf) = oo,

then h(gigf) = oo.

Proof. G not compact. To be explicit we shall understand that h is continu-

ous in the sense that if gn—»g uniformly in G (i.e. uniformly on each compact

subset of G) then h(gn)—>h(g). We start with the observation that, if g£2I(G),

then fc[exp(g)]^0, «. Suppose that A[exp(g)] =0. Then h[exp(n~1g)] =0 for

each positive integer re. But limn~x,h[exp(n~1g)] = 1. Contradiction. If

h[exp(g)]= oo, then h[exp( — g)] =0 and again we have a contradiction. Con-

sequently we conclude that h[zZo gk/kl]^ °° for re sufficiently large. Hence

for re large h(gn)^ oo. Hence ^(g)?*00. If gE^t(G) has no zeros then h(g)?±0.

Let 3 denote the set of g in 21(G) for which h(g) =0. That 3 is an ideal of

21(G) is immediate. We shall see that 3 is a principal ideal generated by a

member of 21(G) which has precisely one zero, the zero being simple. If g£3,

then g vanishes at some point of G.

There exists a function in 21(G) which vanishes at a given point g£G and

nowhere else on G and has a simple zero at q [2]. We shall denote a generic

function of this type by Eq. We recall (in slightly modified form) the exten-

sion of the Weierstrass product theorem to noncompact Riemann surfaces

due to H. Florack [2]:

Given a sequence {o>} of distinct points of G which cluster at no point of G

and an associated sequence {re*} of positive integers. Then there exist functions

EQk such that IT(F<,t)"* *s a uniformly convergent infinite product in G.

We assert that for some g£G the associated F9£3f. In fact 3 contains a

nonconstant member, say go- If go has finitely many zeros, say qi, ■ • ■ , qn,

then h(Eqt) =0 for some k. If go has infinitely many zeros, let II(F8t)"* denote

a Weierstrass infinite product having the same zeros with the same multiplici-

ties as g0. Then A[Ii(Fft)n*]=0. Since U*>m (F„t)n*—>1 uniformly in G, we

conclude that for some positive integer m, /f[Htsm (F9t)"*] =0 and hence

that h(Eqf) =0 for some k. Further for only one q do the Eq belong to 3>. In

fact, given F„ FP£3, we have Eq — £,(r)£3 and hence 0 = h(Eq)=Eq(r). It

follows that q = r. Let qo be the unique q for which F,0£3i. If g£3, g(so) =0.

We conclude that 3? is the principal ideal generated by F9o. It follows that

h(g)=g(qo), g£2I(G) (cf. [4, Proposition 4]). It is readily established that

A(g)=«(3o),fG3R(G).
G compact. Let gi be a nonconstant member of 9Ji(G). Let qi, ■ • • , qm

denote the antecedents of h(gf) with respect to gi (qk^qi for kr^l). Let

giE'SSl(G) be such that h(g2)^<x>, that g2 is unramified over 1 and that

gi(qk) = 1 (k = l, ■ • • , m). Such a choice of g2 is possible. We have

n-i t

ga + E (Ak o gf)gi = 0
0

where re is the valence of gi and the Ak are rational functions each of which

is finite at h(gf). We conclude that h(gf)=l. Let g3£2tt(G) be such that g3
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attains distinct finite values at the antecedents of 1 with respect to g2 and

that ft(gs) *■*«>. We conclude that h(g3)=g3(q) for precisely one point q at

which g2 attains 1. Now each gG<Sft(G) admits a unique representation of the

form

"~l k

zZ (Bk o g2)g3
o

where the Bk are rational functions and p. is the valence of g2. If g£SDc(G)

is finite at each of the antecedents of 1 with respect to g2, then we conclude

from the above representation of g that h(g)=g(q). If g is infinite at some

antecedent of 1 with respect to g2, then for a suitably chosen constant c,

(g — c)~l is finite at each of the antecedents of 1 with respect to g2, and from

h[(g-c)~l] = [g(q) -c]'1 we conclude h(g) =g(q).

9. The extended homomorphisms of Royden are defined as follows. Let

K denote a field containing the complex constants. A map ir of K into the

extended plane is termed an extended homomorphism provided that there

exists a valuation v of F such that 0 = {/| ir(f) ^ °° } is the valuation ring of v,

{/|tt(/)=0} is the valuation ideal of v and the restriction of ir to 0 is a

homomorphism preserving the complex numbers. It is readily verified as re-

marked above that ir satisfies (1), (2), (3) of Theorem 8.1.

Royden raises the question [4] whether for SfJc(G) or subfields, 7r(g) =g(q)

for some qGG; in particular the question is raised for the subfield of func-

tions of bounded characteristic. This need not be the case when G = [0 < | z | < 1 ].

In fact the functions of bounded characteristic in G are precisely the restric-

tion to G of the functions of bounded characteristic in [|z| <l]. Let it be

agreed that with each function of bounded characteristic in G there is associ-

ated the value of its extension to (\z\ < 1) at 0. The map so defined is an ad-

missible ir. It cannot be realized by a map of the form g—>g(f)> 0< | $| <1.

10. Theorem B is an immediate consequence of Theorem 8.1 and Theo-

rem A. In fact let poGF and consider h(g) =<f>(g)(po)- By Theorem 8.1, there

exists qoGG such that <b(g)(po) =g(qo)- The set \p of Theorem A is not empty

and Theorem B follows. In case G is compact the continuity of d> is not used

in Theorem 8.1 and we have a second proof of Theorem B for G compact with

the condition of continuity for <p omitted.

11. For (continuous) isomorphisms d> of 9Jc(G) into !>fJc(F) which carry

complex constants into their conjugates Theorems A and B remain valid

with obvious modifications. We have <p(g) = goip where \p is an anticonformal

map of F into G.

12. For the remainder of this paper we shall be concerned with the sub-

fields of ffi(F) which appear as the image of an 3Jc(G) under the map c/>^:

g—¥g o \p where \p is a conformal map of P into G. We shall denote by Kf the

image of <SSl(G) induced by \p. In particular, we seek to relate K$ with the map-

ping properties of ip.
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The first question we consider is the following. Under what circumstances

is cpj1 continuous? It is easy to see that cp^1 is continuous if if/ maps F onto G.

To proceed in the opposite direction, suppose that cp^1 is continuous. If F is

compact, \p is onto. Suppose that F is not compact. We wish to show that \p is

onto. Assume that this is not the case. Let qEG—\f/(F) and let g£2)J(G) have

a pole at q but at no other point of G. We conclude that Kj, contains noncon-

stant analytic functions. Let 9t denote the ring of analytic functions belong-

ing to Kj,. If [fn} is ^sequence of functions belonging to GI which converges

uniformly in F (in the sense of the euclidean metric of the finite plane) and

if gn=cp^1(fn), then {g„} converges uniformly in G (in the sense of the chordal

metric). Take/„=<^(Eo gV&O- We conclude that zZo gk/k\ converges uni-

formly in G and this is impossible. Hence \p must be onto.

It is readily concluded that: cpj1 is continuous if and only if K$ is closed

in W(F).
13. The special situation where \j/ has finite constant valence is of inter-

est. Here we may conclude that ffl(F) is a simple algebraic extension of Kj, of

finite degree, the degree being the valence of \p. To see this, let re denote the

valence of \{/ and let pi, • • • , pn denote re distinct points of F having a com-

mon image with respect to ip and let foEWl(F) take distinct values at the pk-

Then /0 satisfies an equation of the form

n-i      k

fl + E <*fo = o
0

where akEK+ and the polynomial W+Eo-lffl*w* is irreducible relative to

Kj. Further each/£9JJ(F) admits a unique representation of the form

/ = E hA h E Kt.
0

In the opposite direction we may infer that d- has a constant finite valence

from a hypothesis on K+ which is considerably weaker than the hypothesis

that 2U(F) is a simple algebraic extension of K^. It suffices to assume that

9JJ(F) is algebraic over Kj,.

We note that, if there exists a sequence {£>*}" of points of F tending to

the ideal boundary and satisfying ^(p^—^qEG and ^(P^^q, there would

exist as a consequence of the Florack extension of the Weierstrass and

Mittag-Leffler theorems [2] a function /£2l(F) such that \f(pk)} is dense

in the plane. Clearly / cannot be algebraic over K+. It follows that, if W(F)

is algebraic over K+, xp has constant finite valence on G.

14. Another question relating mapping structure and associated subfield

is the following: Let ij/j denote a conformal map of F into Gj (j=l, 2). Under

what circumstances is K^^EK^t? The answer is very simple: A necessary and

sufficient condition that F^,£F^, is that there exist a conformal map 0 of G2 into

d such that ipi = 0 o ipi.
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If such a 8 exists, then clearly g o \j/x = (g o 8) o \piGKj>„ g£9)c(Gi). Hence

KinGK+v To establish the theorem in the other direction, for each g£9D(c(Gi)

let | denote the member of 5TJc(G2) satisfying go\px = go\pi. By Theorem A,

there exists a conformal map 8 of G2 into Gx such that go0 = g, g£9Jc(Gi).

From go\pi = go (8 oxpi) and the fact that 9)c(Gi) separates Gx, we have

It is now readily verified that K+l = Kj,t if and only if there exists a uni-

valent conformal map 8 of G2 onto Gx such that \px =8 o ^2.

It is to be observed that the mapping g—>g in the inclusion theorem just

established carries the analytic members of 9)c(Gi) into analytic members of

<SR(Gi). In case Gx is not compact, if we were assured a priori of this fact, it

would be possible to invoke Royden's theorem [4]. However it is not appar-

ent to me how one can be assured of this fact without the intervention of an

argument of the above type since the isomorphism induced by xpi may carry

members of 5Dc(G2) with poles into members of K$, which are analytic.

15. If we are given that K$ admits a continuous isomorphism <p onto

9Jc(77) where 7/is a Riemann surface, we may conclude that d>~x is continuous

and that xp maps P onto G. In fact, <j> o <pj, is a continuous isomorphism of

2>c(G) onto W(H). Hence 0[go^]=go0 where 6 is a univalent conformal

map of 7/ onto G. Hence (g o 8) o (8~l o\p) =d>~1 [go 8]. We infer that cp'1 is

continuous. Since 0_1 o \p maps P onto H, \\i maps F onto G.

16. Continuous automorphisms of K+. Suppose that a is a continuous

automorphism of K$ which preserves the complex constants. By Theorem B

a[g o\p] =g o xpx, g£3Ic(G), where \px is a conformal map of F into G. Let g

denote the unique member of 9Jc(G) satisfying go\p = go\px- By Theorem A,

there exists a univalent conformal map 8 of G onto itself such that g = god.

We have 8o\j/=\px- Now 8 is not an altogether unrestricted univalent con-

formal map of G onto itself. Indeed we have: 6[\p(F)]Gxl/(P)- If this were not

the case, there would exist q in 8[\[/(F)] but not in \p(F). Let g denote a func-

tion in 9Jc(G) having a pole at q but analytic everywhere else on G. Let

fn = n~lgoxp, n = l, 2, • • • . Then/„—>0 uniformly in P. But for each n, a(f„)

has a pole at each antecedent of q with respect to 8 o \p. The continuity of a is

violated.

On the other hand, if 8 is a univalent conformal map of G onto itself which

maps yp(F) into itself, then go\p—=>go8o\p defines a continuous automor-

phism of K+ onto itself. The verification of the details is straightforward.

It may happen that a is continuous but that a~l is not. We note that

«[g o 0_1 o \p] =g o \p. Hence a~l[g o \p] =g o 0-1 o \p. Hence a-1 is continuous

also if and only if 8~l[ip(F)]Gyp(F) or equivalently \p(F) =8[\p(F)].

An example of an automorphism a whose inverse is not continuous is

afforded by: P=(|z| <1), G = extended plane, \p(z)=z, 8(z)=z/2.

Several remarks are in order. If P is compact, then every automorphism of

K+ preserving the complex constants is continuous. If G is compact, then an

arbitrary automorphism a of K$ onto itself preserving the complex constants
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admits a unique representation of the form g o \J/—>g o 0 o \p where 0 is a uni-

valent conformal map of G onto itself and conversely g o ip—>g o 0 o ip is in-

deed an automorphism of K^ onto itself preserving the complex constants for

each univalent conformal map 0 of G onto itself.

17. We terminate with the statement of two problems which arise natu-

rally in the present setting, (a) Given a subfield K of 'HR(F). To determine a

necessary and sufficient condition that K be the image of some '311(G) with

respect to a (continuous) isomorphism, (b) What is the status of a separating

subfield of an 'iffl(F)? In particular, is it dense in 9Ji(F) as is the case for the

field of rational functions in a plane region?
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